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Abstract. We investigate the energy-saving potential of transport protocols. We focus on the system-related aspect of energy. Do we have to
damage or enhance system fairness in order to provide energy eﬃciency?
We depart from deﬁning protocol potential; we compare diﬀerent transmission strategies and protocol mechanisms; and we report our results
on the impact of each mechanism on system energy. We highlight our
conclusion that protocol fairness appears to be a key factor for system
energy eﬃciency.

1

Introduction

Energy consumption is becoming a crucial factor for wireless, ad-hoc and sensor networks, which aﬀects system connectivity and lifetime. Standard TCP,
originally designed for wired network infrastructure, does not cope with wireless conditions such as fading channels, shadowing eﬀects and handoﬀs, which
inﬂuence energy consumption.
Wireless network interface cards usually have four basic states of operation
and each of these states has diﬀerent power requirements. The most powerdemanding states are the active states where transmission and reception of data
take place. The standby/listen state, is the state where a network interface card
is simply waiting. The extended period of idle state may lead to a sleep state,
which is the least power-demanding state, where the radio subsystem of the
wireless interface is turned oﬀ. Note that the transition mechanism itself is also
energy consuming. Regardless of the states, their number and the frequency of
transition, energy consumption is itself device-speciﬁc.
Due to the complexity of energy management and the fact that the state transition is device speciﬁc, each transmission or reception attempt by a higher-layer
protocol does not necessarily correspond to a similar power transition. That is,
we cannot accept apriori that the measured energy expenditure reﬂects the ability of a protocol to administer energy resources. Therefore, we distinguish protocol energy potential from actual device expenditure. The former approaches the
latter when the sophistication of devices increases in a manner that all network
layers operate in parallel states. Otherwise, if higher-layer protocol operation is
suspended but the power module does not adjust, the protocol potential cannot
translate into energy eﬃciency.
T. Braun et al. (Eds.): WWIC 2005, LNCS 3510, pp. 333–342, 2005.
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Several attempts have been made to measure the energy eﬃciency of transport protocols, (e.g. [10], [12] ) as well as their potential for energy eﬃciency [14].
Energy eﬃciency is clearly device-speciﬁc while energy potential is not clearly
deﬁned. We attempt to deﬁne the latter, by introducing a corresponding index;
we also attempt to measure actual expenditure, using speciﬁc device characteristics. We used Goodput in order to characterize protocol potential and an
experimental extra energy expenditure index in order to characterize protocol
energy performance.
Furthermore, we go beyond measuring energy potential within the conﬁnes of
a single ﬂow operation. We also investigate the system behavior of protocols attempting to address the question: “What are the design characteristics of transport protocols that impact system rather than single-ﬂow energy eﬃciency”? In
other words, what is the behavior of energy-eﬃcient protocols within a multiﬂow system? We noticed at this early stage of our investigation, some interesting
results. While protocol Goodput is an important factor for energy eﬃciency (as
we have also shown in [14]), protocol fairness seems to be another key factor for
system energy eﬃciency.
The structure of this paper is the following: In section 2 we present the congestion control mechanisms that aﬀect energy performance, according to distinct
wireless conditions. In section 3 we present our proposed energy expenditure and
energy potential metrics. In section 4 we present our scenario and evaluation plan
and in section 5 we discuss the results.

2

Transmission Strategies and Network Conditions

The basic factor that determines the transmission strategies of the transport
protocols is the window adjustments made by the congestion control algorithms.
Diﬀerent protocols employ distinct algorithms to control congestion. We focus
on two basic categories of such algorithms. The ﬁrst one considers the network
as a black box and hence follow a blind procedure; the second one measures
network conditions and adjust accordingly.
In the ﬁrst category, in which most standard TCP versions belong, there
are four widely available versions: Tahoe, Reno, New Reno and Sack. Tahoe is
the most conservative version which includes Slow Start and Fast Retransmit
[5], [8]. Reno is somewhat more aggressive due to its Fast Recovery mechanism.
New Reno is even more aggressive when multiple drops occur within a single
window of data, while Sack [9], the newest TCP version, is the most aggressive
due to its selective acknowledgment strategy and its associated selective repeat
mechanism.
The second category is represented by various standard (e.g. Vegas [2]) or
experimental (e.g. Westwood [3], [11], Real [17], Jersey [7]) TCP protocols. We
selected Vegas and Westwood for our experiments. TCP Vegas [2] congestion
control is based on sample RTT measurements. The sender calculates throughput
rate every RTT. This rate is compared to an expected rate, which is calculated
based on what is measured as best RTT. TCP Westwood computes a sample
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of Bandwidth by measuring and low pass ﬁltering the rate of returning ACKs.
TCP Westwood departs from the AIMD paradigm by proposing the additive
increase adaptive decrease (AIAD) paradigm. No theoretical proof is given that
AIAD converges to fairness.
In the context of transport protocol energy potential, we cannot isolate
transmission strategy apart from distinctive error characteristics. We consider
two major categories of errors, which are further classiﬁed into four diﬀerent
types. Each one of them calls for distinctive transmission tactics. We note that
these types by no means traverse in detail the whole spectrum of distinct errors but are rather abstract. The ﬁrst category, congestion losses, is separated
into two types: burst congestion losses and transient congestion losses. During burst errors several consecutive transmitted packets are lost due to buﬀer
overﬂow. By the term transient congestion errors, we characterize a situation
where a small number of ﬂows coexist in the same channel, causing in that
way buﬀer overﬂowing sparsely, (e.g due to TCP synchronization). It is clear
that both types of this category are associated with system’s queuing delay.
Under such conditions, we expect that the timeout mechanisms of the transport protocols have to be adjusted to accommodate the extra queuing delay.
Furthermore, in case of burst congestion errors, the congestion window have
to be drastically reduced, while transient errors may require smooth window
adjustments.
The second category, non-congestion losses, includes the last two types of errors: burst non-congestion errors and transient/random non-congestion errors.
Non-congestion losses, appear mostly in wireless/heterogeneous networks. Burst
errors in the wireless portion of the network include handoﬀs, shadowing events,
errors due to low SNR, etc. Under such conditions, data transmission would
better be suspended until the communication channel recovers. This idea is implemented in TCP-Probing [13] where a probing mechanism gets aware of the
situation and suspends data transmission for as long as the error persists.
Current TCP versions including these in our experiments, cannot distinguish
those categories but mainly diﬀerentiate their mechanisms towards congestion
losses. In other words, current TCP protocols are not suited for the distinct characteristics of wireless networks and thus an ideal protocol that can distinguish
between those characteristics, could be much more energy eﬃcient.

3

Measuring Energy Performance

In order to evaluate TCP performance over wireless networks and present useful
directions in the context of energy consumption, we used traditional metrics,
such as system Goodput and Fairness Index along with: Extra Energy Expenditure [10]. System Goodput is used to measure the overall system eﬃciency
in bandwidth utilization and deﬁned by (1). Fairness is measured by Fairness
Index, derived from the formula given in (2).
Goodput =

OriginalData
ConnectionT ime

(1)
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F.I. =

n
( i=0 T hroughputi )2
n
n( i=0 T hroughputi 2 )

(2)

The energy eﬃciency of a protocol is deﬁned as the average number of successful transmissions per energy unit, which can also be computed as the average
number of successes per transmission attempt as pointed out by Jones et al [6].
Energy expenditure or energy eﬃciency is a very important factor that has a
major impact on wireless, battery-powered devices. However, apart from the
overhead metric, there is no other metric in the literature that monitors the
potential of a protocol for energy saving. Departing from that point and in order
to capture the amount of extra energy expended, we introduce a new metric
that was ﬁrst presented in [16]. We call this new metric, Extra Energy Expenditure (3E). The 3E metric, quantiﬁes the extra eﬀort expended without return
in Goodput as well as the energy loss due to insuﬃcient eﬀort when aggressive
transmission could have resulted in high Goodput. Three variables take place in
this new metric. These are Throughputmax , Throughput and Goodput. The idea
behind Throughputmax is that it captures the best possible data transmission
that can be achieved under the given network conditions. The other two variables
are the Throughput and Goodput metrics that monitor protocol performance.
The 3E metric is given by the following formula:
EEE = α

T hr − Goodput
T hrmax − T hr
+b
T hrmax
T hrmax

(3)

In order to explore the extra energy expenditure of a system of ﬂows, we introduce system’s 3E. System’s 3E is equal to the sum of all competing ﬂows extra
energy expenditure:
n
n
T hrmax − i=1 T hri
(T hri − Gi )
EEE s = α i=1
+b
(4)
T hrmax
T hrmax
It is clear that in all cases, Throughputmax ≥ Throughput ≥ Goodput. Extra
Energy Expenditure (3E) takes into account the diﬀerence of achieved Throughput from maximum Throughput (Throughputmax ) for the given channel conditions, as well as the diﬀerence of Goodput from Throughput, attempting to
locate the Goodput as a point within a line that starts from 0 and ends at
Throughputmax . All available energy is consumed into eﬃcient transmissions
only when T hr − Goodput = Overhead and T hr = T hrmax . That is, for an ideal
TCP protocol that has an overhead of 40 Bytes in a 1024 Bytes TCP segment,
EEE should be:
0.04
EEE = α
(5)
T hrmax
In order for the 3E index to estimate the device speciﬁc extra energy expenditure,
the value of α must be linked with the device transmission power: α = PT x (W )
and the value of b must be linked with the device idle power: b = PIdle (W ). In
our experiments we normalized our α, and b parameters according to the the
Lucent OriNOCO wireless device. We used the values of α = 1 and b = 0.45.
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Experimental Methodology

We have implemented a scenario, with two wireless nodes: The sender (node 0)
and the receiver (node 1). The simulator used was the ns-2 network simulator and
the topology an area 100x100 meters with a stable 100 meter distance between
transmitter and receiver. The wireless link capacity is 2 Mbit. We used ns-2
energy model to simulate a speciﬁc device energy expenditure. The power values
that were used for transmit, receive and idle states, where those of the Lucent
OriNOCO wireless card. In our experiments we used a two-state error model for
the process of packet errors, combined with the Bernoulli geometric distribution,
to simulate the probability of packet drops. This is also known as the Gilbert
channel model [4].
Our evaluation plan is consisted of two stages. At the ﬁrst stage we modiﬁed
the error-rate for a single ﬂow scenario. We used diﬀerent transport protocols
in order to conﬁrm the impact of diﬀerent congestion control strategies energy
potential and energy expenditure, for the one-ﬂow system. At the second stage
of this plan we modiﬁed the number of the ﬂows for distinct error rates. Points
of interest for us were those ones with similar Goodput performance but different fairness performance, utilizing diﬀerent energy potential; or, those with
worse Goodput performance which however were counterbalanced by fairness
performance, resulting in better energy performance.

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
One-Flow Scenario Results

Energy expenditure or energy eﬃciency is a very important factor that has a
major impact on wireless battery-powered devices. It is known already that
a communication channel with low error rates should be utilized aggressively;
when the error rate increases, a more conservative behavior yields better
results.
Figure 1(a) compares the three standard TCP versions. TCP Reno seems to
be more energy consuming when the packet error rate is greater than 15%. This
is probably happening because Reno does not back-oﬀ to its initial congestion
window (like Tahoe does) and neither does it recover with Fast Recovery (like
New Reno).
Similarly, in ﬁgure 1(b) Vegas does not waste much energy when the error
rate is low, while for higher error rates, Vegas behaves aggressively and underachieves in terms of energy potential. More precisely, Vegas algorithm estimates
accurately the available bandwidth at low error rates and thus presents better energy potential. However, when the error rate increases, Vegas estimator
seems to estimate the available bandwidth without taking into consideration the
persistent error conditions of the network. Under these conditions, Vegas false
estimations are clearly outperformed by Tahoe’s conservative strategy. Based on
the above analysis, we conﬁrm that a more aggressive behavior (Vegas) performs
better under low error rate conditions, while the opposite might happen when
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the error rate increases. Furthermore, Goodput proves one more time to be the
most signiﬁcant factor for TCP Energy Eﬃciency.
In the same scenario, Sack protocol neither appears energy eﬃcient (ﬁgure 1(b)), nor does it achieve satisfactory Goodput performance. As Singh and
Singh [12] stated, Sack “energy” performance suﬀers from extended timeouts
and computational burden. In multi-drop situations where New Reno would
timeout, Sack aggressively continues to retransmit packets. The aggressive retransmissions, along with the computational burden and the extended timeouts
are translated into extra energy expenditure.
TCP Westwood occasionally fails to adjust to the level of the available bandwidth, mainly at burst errors. Also it utilizes an adaptive policy appropriate
for congestive losses and not for wireless errors. That is why its performance
cannot overcome the performance of conservative TCP Tahoe both at random
and burst error rates. However, as shown in ﬁgure 1(c), Westwood estimates
available bandwidth more accurately at low error rates. For Westwood, when
Goodput increases also energy potential increases.
5.2

Multiple-Flow Scenario Results

We conﬁrmed from previous one-ﬂow scenario results that as Goodput performance increases, energy performance increases as well. The aforementioned conclusion is not quite accurate for a multi-ﬂow system. In that case both Goodput
and Fairness aﬀect energy performance. In order to conﬁrm the latter, we compare the behavior of two systems of ﬂows. The ﬁrst system utilizes TCP Vegas
ﬂows, while the second system utilizes TCP Tahoe ﬂows. We focus on ﬁnding
the points where both systems have the same amounts of Goodput but diﬀerent
values of Fairness index. According to ﬁgure 2(b), For a system of 5, 8 and 25
ﬂows, Tahoe’s Goodput is equal or more than Vegas. On the other hand, Vegas
is more fair than Tahoe for the 5, 8 and 25 ﬂows systems. The impact of such
behavior on energy performance is depicted in ﬁgure 2(c). Vegas increases its
energy performance towards Tahoe, even if Tahoe performs equal or even better
than Vegas. That is Tahoe shows increased amount of Goodput compared to
Vegas. This conﬁrms further our assertion that fairness does contribute to the
system’s energy potential and energy performance. For a system of ﬂows both
Fairness and Goodput should be increased in order to improve protocol energy
potential.
How far is fairness a dominant factor for energy eﬃciency? As we can see in
ﬁgures 2(a) and 2(b), for a system of 3 ﬂows, Vegas protocol is fair compared
to Tahoe but performs poorly in terms of Goodput. The result for this system
is that Tahoe has better energy potential. There is a point from where protocol
energy performance is not aﬀected by fairness, or, in other words, fairness impact on protocol energy performance is not the dominant factor. Moreover, as
Goodput diﬀerence between two systems increases, fairness impact on protocol
energy performance decreases. From a point and beyond, energy performance is
mainly aﬀected by Goodput performance. Systems Energy Expenditure accommodates the behavioral characteristics of systems energy potential. As depicted
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(a) Tahoe, Reno and New Reno Extra Energy Expenditure vs Error rate.
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(b) Tahoe, Vegas and Sack Extra Energy Expenditure vs Error rate.
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(c) Tahoe and Westwood Extra Energy Expenditure vs Error rate.
Fig. 1. TCP Protocols (a) Tahoe Reno and New Reno, (b) Tahoe Vegas and Sack (c)
Tahoe and Westwood, Extra Energy Expenditure index vs Error rate
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(a) Tahoe and Vegas Fairness Index vs Number of Flows - 0.1% Error rate.
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(b) Tahoe and Vegas Goodput vs Number of Flows - 0.1% Error Rate.
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(c) EEE vs Number of Flows - 0.1% Error Rate.
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(d) Energy Gain vs Number of Flows - 0.1% Error Rate.

Fig. 2. TCP Protocols (a) F.I., (b) Goodput, (c) Extra Energy Expenditure and (d)
Energy Gain

in ﬁgure 2(d), for the marked points 5, 8 and 25 of the Vegas ﬂows system, fairness increases and Goodput decreases while system’s protocol energy potential
increases. The actual energy gain of Tahoe versus Vegas due to the diﬀerence in
fairness does not exceed 1% of the transmitter node total energy expenditure,
while in general energy gain of Tahoe reaches 6%. However both protocols are
far from reaching energy-conserving strategies. That is a new design can clearly
reach much greater levels of energy eﬃciency.

6

Conclusions

Energy saving is not a property of one operation, layer, or protocol: Many design
factors of diﬀerent levels can contribute to achieve energy gains. We attempted
to isolate energy gains due to transport protocol design characteristics. Since
the energy-saving functionality of transport protocols may not be reﬂected in
actual energy savings, due to device limitations, we introduced the notion of
energy potential and linked it with the Extra Energy Expenditure (3E) index.
We also adjusted this index to a speciﬁc device in order to establish a relation of
potential with real expenditure. Using the aforementioned criteria, we evaluated
the energy behavior of transport protocols. We report two important conclusions.
First, we conﬁrmed our previous assertion that high Goodput does contribute
towards energy saving. Second, we observed that fairness is inherently correlated
with system energy: when two systems achieve similar Goodput performance, the
one that is more fair appears to be more energy-eﬃcient as well.
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